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Are you a Sudoku addict? This fantastic collection contains over 400 puzzles. Whether you are a

beginner or an experienced solver, these fun Sudoku puzzles will sharpen your concentration and

keep you entertained for hours!
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I'm so upset! This book is exactly the same sudoku book I already own! That sucks! Different

description and different cover but the same exact book! I looked at them side by side, Because it

looked the same, an WTF!!! I want a new book but now I don't know what to buy, if this will happen

again! :(

Really enjoying this book. Like that it's a spiral binder. So far the puzzles have been fun though not

too challenging. Only on page 22 and they are supposed to get more difficult as you go. I also really

like the quality of the paper. Easy to write in pencil and erase without messing up the paper.

I buy Sudoku Books for my wife ( and Crossword Puzzle Books for myself (Opposites attract.) Some

books are so difficult that it becomes more of a frustration, rather than a diversion. This book has

been a challenging diversion, with no accompanying frustration. She plateaued with Calculus, but

still loves numbers and likes math. There are two puzzles on each page, but enough room for notes

and changing numbers. A spiral binding makes using the last page as easy as the first page.



Helps pass the time, gets fairly hard (for me) around half way in. The spiral means that I can keep a

pen in there without worry of losing it. This Sudoku book actually feels like ill be able to get through

it before it starts to fall apart.

This little spiral book was just what I needed to replace my older spiral books of sudoku. The

puzzles are pleasingly challenging but not frustratingly impossibleâ€¦ I really like that! I do wish there

were more spiral books of sudoku like this one. It's enjoyable to play games online, or on my phone;

however, nothing quite takes the place of having a book in your hands to work a puzzle once in a

while! â€¦ very relaxing!

Great puzzles. Once you use the a spiral Sudoku book, you'll never want yo go back to the regular

books, & you'll NEVER want to go back to newsprint puzzles!

I thought this would be a fun book of sudoku. I've played for a long time and like a challenge of

harder games but this book from the start is filled with really hard puzzles that it's not even fun.

Pretty disappointed. Will be buying a different book.

The puzzles are not easy to hard, they really do start at medium and become a challenge much

earlier than most. I love the spiral puzzle books so this meets my needs.
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